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I. Abstract 

Branchless Banking is a new approach to serve people who live in rural areas              

with banking services. With this approach, a bank does not need to build a              

physical branch in the remote area. To give banking services, branchless utilize            

agents who carry a card-reading POS terminal and mobile device to facilitate            

transactions. This concept requires lower cost and much more feasible to be            

implemented in rural areas than the conventional branch. However, just like           

conventional banking, information security is of the utmost importance of the           

system. This paper discusses the processes that make up the trust model in             

branchless banking and the technology implemented by branchless banking to          

maintain its security. 

 

Keywords: branchless banking, rural, security, verification, agents. 
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II. Introduction 

 

A. Background 

Banking is an industry that handles financial transactions. It is one of the key              

drivers of a country’s economy. In the last few decades, banks have been             

investing a lot in adopting Information Technology (IT) for the purpose of setting             

up net banking, ATM's, telebanking, debit cards, credit cards, mobile banking,           

electronic payments etc. This advancement in technology adopted by banks aimed           

at providing quality services to the customers. However, based on data from            

Worldbank [1], nearly 1.7 billion people in this world are still unbanked            

nowadays. These people are mostly people who live in rural areas with no banking              

services available near them. 

 

The lack of infrastructure is one of the main reasons for the limited banking              

services in rural areas. Infrastructure development in rural areas is far behind the             

one in urban areas. The inadequate infrastructure, for instance the lack of network             

and transportation infrastructure, does not satisfy bank branch requirements in          

order to operate. Also, as the main motive of financial institutions is to achieve              

maximum profit they become hesitant to reach rural areas [2]. Opening a branch             

in a rural area might be unprofitable because of the high cost of establishing a               

rural financial network compared to small profits from a small loan and savings             

account with a small balance [3].  

 

Despite all of the difficulties to serve people in rural areas with financial services,              

financial services is a basic right for every citizen that needs to be available.              

Hence an innovation is needed to fulfill the rural areas’ citizen needs. Branchless             

banking is a new innovative idea to reach to poor and unbanked people of rural               

areas. It is used to provide financial services without requiring the customer to go              
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to a physical bank [4]. Branchless banking utilizes technology, such as mobile            

phones and card-reading point-of-sale (POS) terminals to conduct financial         

transactions electronically and remotely [2]. Branchless banking has great         

potential to extend the distribution of financial services to poor people who are not              

reached by traditional bank branch networks; it lowers the cost of delivery,            

including costs both to banks for building and maintaining a delivery channel and             

to customers of accessing services [5]. 

 

Branchless banking utilizes agents to deliver banking services. To reach          

inclusivity, everyone can be an agent as long as they fulfill the required             

requirements. With this scheme, it will be easier for branchless banking to scale             

but also increase the information security threats to the system. The agents who             

act as the bank’s employee in remote areas are less monitored and trained than the               

employees in traditional branches.  

 

Nevertheless, information security is very important in banking. Therefore,         

regardless of the medium that banks use to provide services, it is important for the               

banking system to make sure that every transaction is secure. This paper will             

focus on how branchless banking keeps each transaction’s data safety and           

security. 

B. Problem Statement 

Looking at the difficulties faced to open a bank branch in a rural area, branchless               

banking is the answer to provide rural area citizens with banking services. Just             

like in traditional banks, information security is the utmost importance in           

branchless banking. Increasing security risks and threats facing the financial          

sector as the increased demand for security in the banking sector give rise to new               

challenges. The challenge is even higher in branchless banking since it relies on             

agents who are recruited from the local areas to deliver services. The amount of              
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control that banks have to the remote areas is far less than the control they have in                 

the traditional branch. 

 

There are two main questions that are going to be discussed, they are: 

1. What are the processes that make up a branchless banking trust model? 

2. What are the technologies that are implemented in branchless banking for           

its security? 
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III. Branchless Banking Concept  

Most banks do not serve the poor in remote locations especially in developing             

countries. There are several reasons for this, such as:  

- Undeveloped infrastructure  

- High cost to establish a rural financial service network  

- Low profit from small loans and saving accounts 

- Low literacy rate of potential customers  

It will take a huge effort to tackle barriers in building a physical bank branch to                

finally serve poor people in rural areas with banking services. Hence, a new             

approach is needed to provide banking services in remote areas. 

 

In the last decade, a new concept called branchless banking emerged as an             

alternative to serve rural areas in developing countries with banking services. It            

deploys last-mile technology that uses card-reading point-of-sale (POS) terminal         

and mobile banking technologies. These devices are necessary to provide an           

interface for the transaction and connect with the bank system. POS terminal is a              

must for branchless banking. It is used to provide the interface needed while             

conducting a service. POS terminals are equipped with printer, fingerprint sensor,           

online and offline mode of transaction, and card card reader [6]. POS terminals do              

not need to be connected to a central server to operate. They can operate offline               

and use a fingerprint for verification [7].  
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IV. Authentication Methods  

Authentication is an action to verify the identity of a user or process.             

Authentication is categorized in three categories, such as [8]: 

- Knowledge based (e.g., password) 

- Object based  (e.g., token) 

- Biometric based (e.g., biometric) 

 

 

Figure 1. Authentication categories  (source [8]) 

 

Password has been used as the standard for user authentication for decades.            

However, as time goes by, users are required to remember more complex and             

longer passwords. It is evident that a more convenient authentication method is            

necessary [9]. 

 

Another widely used authentication method is authorization code or OTP          

(One-time-password) for each transaction. In this method, the central system will           

send special authorization code as SMS messages to the user's mobile phone to             

authenticate a transaction. The code must be copied from the messages to the             

corresponding transaction interface [10]. After the code is typed and sent, the            
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transaction will be executed. The main advantage of SMS-based authentication is           

that the messages sent by the bank to the user pass through cellular network which               

is independent from the internet. With this scheme, it is more difficult for the              

attacker to manipulate the transaction since they would need to steal the user’s             

mobile phone or attack the cellular network. For instance if the attacker changes             

the destination account number and/or the amount on the client interface, the            

modified information will appear in the SMS message. However, this scheme           

relies on user awareness to check the correctness of the transaction in the SMS              

message. 

 

The biometrics is a feature measured from the human body that is distinguishing             

enough to be used for user authentication [9] . This security system           

implementation relieves the burden of memorizing and memorizing passwords.         

Biometric identifiers are usually categorized as physiological or behavioral         

characteristics [11]. Physiological characteristics are related to the shape of the           

body for example but not limited to fingerprint, iris, and DNA. Behavioral            

characteristics are related to the pattern of behavior of a person, for instance but              

not limited to voice, typing rhythm, and gait [12].  

 

For this discussion, we are focusing on fingerprint biometric because it is the             

commonly used biometric for branchless banking. Fingerprint biometric is stored          

through four steps as shown in Figure 3; first, several images from the individual’s              

fingerprint is taken. These images are then read for its unique pattern. Finally,             

after the patterns are determined they are converted into representative binary           

numbers [13].  

 

 

Figure 2. Fingerprint biometric storing process  (source [13]) 
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Fingerprint biometric is hard to fake out because they can’t be easily copied,             

duplicated, or even guessed. However, just like any other system it also has flaws.              

There are two basic types of recognition errors: false accept rate (FAR) and false              

reject rate (FRR). False Accept is when the system accepts a wrong biometric data              

as a match. False Reject is when a matching pair of biometric data is wrongly               

rejected by the system. Both errors are complementary which means trying to            

lower one error will increase the other error [13]. 
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V. Trust Model in Branchless Banking  

 

Branchless banking is an approach to serve people in remote rural areas with             

banking service. Unlike conventional banking that uses branches to serve their           

customers, branchless banking utilizes agents to give services. With this method,           

banks can provide financial services for poor people with lower cost of delivery.             

In order to deliver the services the agent needs to have a POS terminal and mobile                

device. Therefore, we will discuss the trust model and the technology to keep             

information security in branchless banking. 

 

Branchless banking trust consists of processes to help preserve security, safety,           

and privacy of a transaction. In branchless banking, transaction is carried through            

the POS terminal that is carried by the agent. One of the key questions is how to                 

make sure that the one who is doing a transaction is the account owner itself. This                

system has several processes to ensure that a transaction is valid and held by the               

account owner.  

A. Customer identification 

To proceed a transaction, firstly the system needs to identify who is the customer              

that is going to do the transaction. Every customer has their own bank card that is                

given when they open the bank account. This card has magnetic stripes behind it              

that contains personal information about the customer. Debit cards usually use           

high-coercivity magnetic stripe that can withstand the presence of a very strong            

magnetic field (~ 4000 Oersted) . Data stored in high coercivity magnetic stripes is             

more difficult to erase because it requires a higher amount of magnetic energy to              

encode [14] . The data encoding in binary form is known as Frequency/Double             

Frequency (F2F) or Aiken Biphase technique. Before encoding, the cardholder’s          

alphanumeric information is coded into one (1) and zero (0) bits as per Coded              

Character Set tables in ISO/IEC 7811-2 standard [15]. 
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Figure 3. F2F encoding of character code on magnetic stripe of credit/debit card (source              

[15]) 

As in Figure 4, a stripe with a series of flux transitions is used to encode the                 

customer data bits serially. This stripe will be read by the card reader on the POS                

terminal. Each transaction will be initiated by swiping the card to the POS             

terminal. Through this action, the system can identify which account is doing the             

transaction. 

B. Customer Authentication 

Even though by swiping the card the device can identify which account is             

requesting to do a transaction, it is still not sure whether the one who swiped the                

card is the card owner or not. In branchless banking, the common method used to               

authenticate a person is by using password and fingerprint scan. 

 

In the next step the customer will need to input their password into the POS               

terminal. Ideally, a password should only be known by the password owner.            

Therefore, no other person than the password owner can do a transaction by using              

the owner identity. However, sometimes this password can be known by other            

parties intentionally or unintentionally. Passwords can be shared intentionally by          

the owner to their relatives. In the unintentional case, other parties might know the              

owner’s password due to the lack of security. For instance, the agent or other              

customer can eavesdrop on the information provided by a customer during           
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transactions. It can be done easily by shoulder surfing or electronic tools like             

keyloggers. Once they know the password, it can be used again and again to do               

unauthorized transactions. 

 

To increase the security for user authentication, POS terminals for branchless           

banking are complemented with biometric scanners. Fingerprint is the most          

commonly used biometric in branchless banking. Every person has a unique           

fingerprint hence it can be used as a unique identificator for users. However, the              

fingerprint biometric data is not stored as a highly detailed picture. It is stored as               

patterns in a series of points that are going to be converted into binary numbers.               

Sometimes, there is stored fingerprint data from an individual that matches with            

another individual’s data. Therefore, to reduce the match rate, more than one            

fingerprint from a customer is used for user validation. 

 

C. Transaction Verification 

After the user and account are identified as valid, the transaction will be             

continued. Before finalizing the transaction, the bank server will send a           

verification to ensure that the transaction amount and account number is correct.            

The bank will send OTP via SMS messages to verify the transaction. Since the              

OTP is sent through a cellular network that is independent from the internet             

network, it will be harder for adversaries to attack transactions. For instance even             

if the adversary modifies the amount and account number of the transaction the             

modified messages will appear in the SMS messages.  
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VI. Technology Implemented in Branchless Banking Information Security  

 

To maintain security, safety, and privacy in branchless banking, there are several            

technologies implemented in the system. 

 

A. Magnetic Card Reader 

Magnetic card reader is used to read the information stored in the customer’s bank              

card. When a card with a magnetic strip is swiped over the ‘reader head’, a voltage                

is induced in the coils of the card reader device. The encoded flux in the magnetic                

stripe will be converted into positive and negative pulses when it is passing             

through a reader head [15], in this case the POS terminal, as shown in Figure 5.                

These pulses will be decoded into binary data later on. 

 

Figure 4. Encoded data on card’s magnetic stripe and decoding it at magnetic reader when 

the card is swiped across the reader head. (source [15]) 

B. Fingerprint Scanner 

There are two main stages involved in using a biometric authentication system,            

enrollment and authentication [16]. During the enrollment stage, the system learns           

about user features that are going to be used to verify transactions in the future.               
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Customer’s fingerprints are scanned, analyzed, and then stored in the database by            

using the fingerprint scanner. The next stage is verification stage where           

customer’s fingerprint will be read by the scanner and checked whether it is a              

valid fingerprint by comparing it with the data stored in the database. 

 

Figure 5. Fingerprint matching ( adapted from source [16]) 

Branchless banking uses optical scanners that work by evaluating the reflection           

properties of the skin [17]. It will shine a bright light over the customer’s              

fingerprint and produce a digital image by using a light-sensitive microchip. The            

lig ht-sensitive microcip can be either a charge-coupled device or a CMOS image            

sensor [16]. The image is stored in flash memory and going to be analyzed and               

turned into a binary number. Typically, images captured this way are 512×512            

pixels, and the standard image is 2.5cm (1 inch) square, 500 dots per inch, and               

256 shades of gray. 

 

C. One Time Password 

Eavesdropping is one form of attack on network computing systems on network            

connections to obtain authentication information such as the login IDs and           

passwords of legitimate users. Once this information is captured, it can be used             

repeatedly to gain access to the system which is known as a replay attack. One               
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time passwords (OTP), is one of the most popular possessions in two factor             

authentication (TFA) that can counter this attack. OTP can authenticate a           

transaction by agreeing on the possession of a pre-shared value [18].  

 

After a transaction request is accepted by the bank server, an OTP code will be               

produced by the bank. The OTP code is produced by applying finite number             

secure hash functions to the output of the previous process which is accepting the              

transaction request message. Every transaction requires a different OTP. An          

eavesdropper would not be able to generate the required OTP because doing so             

would mean inverting the hash function. This OTP code will be sent through             

SMS messages to the customer. As stated before, SMS-based authentication          

brings benefits to the security system as well since it uses cellular network that is               

independent from internet network [10]. It creates difficulties on the attackers to            

manipulate a transaction since they. 
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VII. Conclusion  

 

Banking services are a basic right for everyone. However, due to infrastructure            

limitations, the implementation of banking services in rural areas is not like the             

one in urban areas which is through bank branches. Branchless banking is an             

innovative approach to serve the poor in remote areas with banking services.            

Rather than utilizing physical building to provide services, this approach employs           

agents that carry POS terminals and mobile devices to facilitate transactions. 

 

Information security is one of the main concerns in banking since the system deals              

with a huge amount of cash flows. From the discussion above, here are the              

conclusions that can be taken. 

 

1. The trust model in branchless banking is made up by 3 main processes,             

they are: 

a. User validation 

This process is used by the system to identify which customer is            

about to make a transaction. 

b. User authentication 

Customers are authenticated to ensure that the one who does the           

transaction is the account owner itself. Password and fingerprint         

scan are used in this process. 

c. Transaction verification 

Before finalizing a transaction, the system will send a final          

verification utilizing OTP through the cellular network. This will         

ensure that the transaction details are correct. 
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2. There are three main technology used in branchless banking for its           

security, they are: 

a. Magnetic card reader 

When a magnetic stripe is swiped through a magnetic card reader,           

voltage is induced and causes the stripe to convert encoded flux           

into pulses. These pulses will be processed into binary data that can            

be converted into the card owner’s data. 

b. Fingerprint scanner 

There are two steps in fingerprint biometric authentication system,         

enrollment and verification. Optical scanner is used in branchless         

banking to scan customer’s fingerprints. Most branchless banking        

services scan more than 1 customer fingerprint to reduce false          

match rate. 

c. One time password 

One time password is a two factor authentication used by          

branchless banking to counter replay attacks. 
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